Where can you borrow literature?

All FID criminology literature in stock can be ordered and delivered to any German library within the inter-library system, if it isn’t available in the library close to the location of the customer. Researchers outside of Germany have access via the International interlibrary loan.

Do you miss a criminological title?

Please send us an acquisition request by using the form on our website or send an e-mail to:

fidkrim@ifk.uni-tuebingen.de

We also happily accept suggestions regarding the acquisition of digital documents, as well as for the digitalization of publications within the public domain.

Please direct all requests, suggestions or questions regarding the lending policies of the FID criminology to:

Universitätsbibliothek Tübingen
FID Kriminologie
Postfach 26 20
72074 Tübingen
Phone.: + 49 7071-297 7844
We acquire and collect literature on the following topics:
• Genesis of crime
• Forms of crime and types of perpetrators
• Prevention and combating crime
• Sanctions and treatment options
• Victims of crime
If possible we also acquire not only exclusively criminological literature but also other literature with relevance for criminological research such as literature of fundamental sciences and reference disciplines. Some of those fields are: criminal justice, the penal system, criminalistics (to include law enforcement research), psychology, psychiatry, sociology and pedagogy.
More detailed information on the acquisition profile is available on our website.

The criminological information service (FID) is the right address!

Since 2014 the criminological information service (Fachinformationsdienst Kriminologie, short: FID) sponsored by the German Research Foundation (DFG) has one of the largest stocks of specialized literature world wide regarding criminology, which contains about 120,000 monographs and 240 journals. In addition, we’re always expanding our digital document offers. The entire stock as well as further criminological references can be researched via the KrimDok database.

The FID Criminology is operated by a cooperation between the university library and the criminological department of the University of Tübingen. All offers are free of charge for users via university libraries and only the regular inter-library or subito-fees are due.

The goal of this project is, to build a supra-regional literature and information service specifically for the needs and wants of the criminological scientific community. For that reason: acquisition requests are very welcome!

Stock and acquisition profile of the FID Criminology

Easier literature and full text research research via KrimDok